Using Blockchain in University Management Systems
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Abstract: Blockchain stores a series of transactions in form of a sequence of linked blocks. Hence, the concept of ledger is easily maintained. Transactions and interactions that take place among participants accessing the distributed and decentralized blockchain network are held through ledger. In a student management system (SMS), vital information can be highly shared and well protected at the same time. This paper proposes a model for using blockchains to implement fully functional SMS that maintains students’ records, course registration record and student marks. The proposed model adds more security via the use of hashing and data readily available with decentralized data storage. In addition, the use of ledger-based system to maintain SMS data introduces reliable and highly trusted model.
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1. Introduction

Education is a core area where development takes place on different levels of education. Regardless of the marked enchantment in technology, there is nonetheless a desire for creating human resources via learning, and blockchain makes this easier to achieve. Blockchain can be implemented within the automated management systems of individual higher education institutions or groups of educational institutions[1]. In education sections, critical of Students' information are vital plus sensitive and to retrieval of the general administrative framework, learning and research may time consuming that caused very problematic[2]. In conventional education framework, there is some of the challenges are recordkeeping. For recordkeeping, blockchain technology gives a protected archive of such records, time-stepped can be a big assist for all stakeholders[3].

Blockchain technology is one of the famous popular techniques in the latest few years[3]. One of the most important applications is securing data of student management systems (SMS). The features of blockchain are readiness of sharing and visibility that are essential for any SMS. The entering courses registrations and entering marks can be viewed as transactions similar to financial transitions; once committed to the system must never be removed. A transaction can only be reversed by submitting another reverse transaction.

In the context of blockchains, data is stored in the form sequence of blocks and every block is related to the forming next chain of records and store all committed transactions using a public ledger[4]. Transactions and interactions that take place among participants accessing the distributed and decentralized blockchain network are held through ledger. In SMS, a transaction could be:

A) An admin: Adding or modifying a student’s records.
B) A student/admin: Adding or modifying course registration record.
C) A faculty member: Adding or modifying registration marks (Final exam, MidTerm, course work).

The chain expands continuously when new blocks appended to it. Each block includes message, current hash, previous block hash, date; block id, etc. relying on the application[1].

The first block in the blockchain is called genesis block which has no parent, shows in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The architecture of the blockchain
All regular transactions rely on the decentralized consensus depending on the party. This offers many interesting features such as decreasing transaction cost, efficiency, and security. To attain secure, fast and clean transactions, the idea of blockchains will be introduced. A blockchain system processes the transactions submitted by individuals without the need for third party intervention services.

Different approaches have been presented in the domain of student management systems (SMS). In university context, a lot of efforts and costs are put into managing records for all educational transactions occurring since the first-time students submit their papers and register courses for the first semester until they graduate. In this context, appeared of challenges are in all transaction[5].

One of the motivations for this paper is to address how student data should be collected, stored and later accessed. This paper proposes an approach for using blockchain to implement fully functional SMS that maintains students’ records, course registrations record and student marks.

The proposed model adds more security via the use of hashing and data readily available with decentralized data storage. The information of blockchain that provided by the university is open to all parties that interest it, because of immutability, sensitiveness, and deal with of storing the records in blockchain helped to get good implementation of student management system [6]. In the blockchain can record all values that include birth certificates, social security cards, student loans, etc. through expressed as cod it[6].

2. How Blockchain Works:

A blockchain is a sequence of blocks that contains set data. Each block has a cryptographic hash of the previous block and transaction data and stores those transactions in a cryptographically secured data unit called “Blocks”.

2.1 The components of blockchain:

2.2

- Node — it represented as user or computer through blockchain.
- Block — it is network of list nodes including a set of transactions in a particular order distributed on all nodes. the structures of blockchain include on:
  - Pointers — variables that stores index information to another location of variable.
  - Linked lists — a series of blocks by a pointer every block links to the next block. Genesis block is called on the first block in the blockchain, which has no parent.
- Transaction — allowed sharing and exchange of information between nodes [7], that requested by a node, and by means of files containing transfer information between nodes. The blockchain updates its status after each transaction.
- Chain — it means a list of blocks in a specific order.
- Consensus — to execute operations of blockchain, it is through a combination of rules and arrangements. It is the most important step in the blockchain process to add his block to the blockchain in the following step:
  1) The hash code of a valid block is calculated as in Equation 1[8]. To generate hashing values that through using a mathematical function against tampering.

\[
BHC = \text{Hash (TD + P + Nonce)} \ldots (I)
\]

Where ‘BHC’ is the Block Hash Code, ‘TD’ is the transaction Data, ‘P’ is the hash code of the previous block in the chain, ‘Nonce’ (Number only once) is an arbitrary number that can be used only once for producing the corresponding BHC.

2) This process is done by solving a complex mathematical algorithm that associated with miner block; this process is called block mining. By calculating a cryptographic block hash, a process of block mining finds the next veracious block.

Miners — in this step, each miner starts to form his block (i.e. a nominated informal block) which involves his selected transactions. At this moment, the selected transactions in the formed block still unconfirmed, since the miner should check the validity of the selected transactions. For example, if a transaction occurs (Add New Block) from A, it must be verified of transaction with other public records of data by the participants (B, C, D, and F) through copying of data their own. After the verified the transaction, if it is valid, all peers will confirm and accept its validity and approve that the new block can be inserted and updated state of blockchain when added block completed.
3. **Blockchain for Universities:**

In the education domain, several blockchain technologies recently are used. The authors [9] discussed in their paper that universities Nicosia and Birmingham research center have used Blockcert system. A Blockcert system approves control to issue personal official documents, academic certificates and private data. The Universities of Nicosia and Woolf primarily based on blockchain architecture. A diagram of Blockcert system is shown in figure 2, it consist of many components that interconnections it of educational environment.

The component of university adds hashed certificates to the blockchain to issues students’ diplomas. The component of employers can be verified students’ diplomas and search in this blockchain.

The authors [7] discussed in their paper that 24 universities in Jakarta have used existing McRhys model. McRhys is a model to record and integrate all activities in university using blockchain concept.

“Distributed Open Ledger” is concept that confirm by McRhys model. Information of blockchain can be access by all Participants of the same interest that provided it by the university, also in this model a transaction validated verified before inserted it[5].McRhys Blockchain Model for University in Indonesia system shows in figure 3. The objective of this model is to solve the problems: validity, transparency, reliability of data and access of data with ease by the employer when the concept of blockchain is applied.

The next section discusses the variety blockchain models that using in the universities. Diploma certificate forgery on university is important problem that focuses it researchers, to solve this problem which is an important contemporary issue therefore is used a term of university blockchain. Another challenge in education institutions; is data record of immutable grades.

Figure 3. McRhys Blockchain Model [7].

Recorded grades should be unchangeable and saved on a ledger-based system. Once a set of grades are recorded (added transaction), no one is allowed to modify and delete. As a topic within academic circle, we proposed blockchain model for university level to implement fully functional to store the student information and marks as student management system in form of blocks.

The authors in [10] proposed a new framework based on blockchain. In Figure 4, records of education and components added to the system, and then posted to the blockchain to appear it all parties.

Figure 4: Architecture of the Proposed Framework[10].
The center of the framework includes individual node, the miner around the blockchain, and the provider node. Proposed framework contribute with provide the blockchain provide the privacy and security of data stored on it, and functions customized access to different parties that corresponding for the education.

4. Proposed Model Design

To share, verify, and learning achievements [1], a novel infrastructure of Blockchain technology is ideal for purpose. In this paper, we propose blockchain model for university level to implement fully functional student management system shown in figure 5. We choose to focus on student marks. These are at the core of education area. The model is a workable prototype built to discuss the potential of blockchain for this area. It is a model to record and manage all activities in a university using blockchain concept implemented as a ledger-based system. Each block can be store records of student and their hash they will use roles to retrieve original information.

The information hashed in the blockchains; when carried the change in content of one block will invalidate the entire chain of blocks [11]. Each block consist of nonce, header, hash code of the previous block, hash value and time stamp, and each model different from application to another. The model shows data records and interaction of all participants in the model.

Our model has the following functions as three cases. In all cases, both the student and the professor are required to be registered on the course. Figures (4, 5) are illustrating these models using activity diagram.

In figure 4, a new blockchain address generates for the student, when students enroll into the course the administration issues a student ID and send these information to the student. Administration stores information (Student ID, Enrolled course of the student, Subject information) about student into its centralized database. In figure 5 professor registration is almost the same as student.

➢ Model 1:

Professors and admins are parties of blockchain, when a student registered in the course the first block or “Genesis Block” generated and all parties can access the new student after registration. The model stores enrollment data of student course, their marks (MidTerm mark, Coursework mark, Final Exam) for each semester in one blockchain. Usually, the respective authority runs the mid-term exam and the final exam, for sake of evaluation process. After enrollment the examination, professors input the student mark on the blockchain created.

The control committee of university will receive the report of the marks and test results every semester. This process will be repeated every semester.

At the next stage, the respective authority units publish all students’ marks. This result determines the students’ fitness status to receive certificates, grade copy and every student receives a unique code printed on the certificate. In figure 6, the student record of marks can be added to the model and posted to the blockchain, professors can do transaction to student accounts for assigning mark for his/her subject. On the other side, students can see their marks on different courses. Students’ grades are in their academic year.
A student gets notified once there is any particular update in his block. By a student takes an exam, the professor should verify the results and sends it to the students blockchain address. The transaction is processed through the transaction is confirmed; the information about the grade will be saved into the ledger-based system. On the other side, students can see their grades on subjects of course.
A unique course symbol for each course in each semester, would allow differentiating between duplicate enrollments in different semesters. The number of transactions is dependent on the number of courses and students in order to transact marks for students. All the transaction information will be stored in the blockchain model. It will not be possible to modify or delete any item.

➢ Model 2:
When students enroll into the model, the administration of the university issues a student ID and generates a new blockchain address for the student. Administration stores following information about student (name, phone, address, ID, social security number) into her/his blockchain address, and stores student course enrollment data in separate blockchain (Marks blockchain). After a student takes an exam, professor sends result to the students blockchain address.

The mark will be saved into central database. On the other side, students can see their marks blockchain that includes their marks on subjects. The control committee inputs ID student into the model as one of the requirements to take it exam in the final semester. Figure 7 illustrates a process model of the above scenario.

➢ Model 3:
The model stores each transaction and logs the information of the student plus the registration data of course in one blockchain. All transaction will be record into the blockchain such as examination, courses, lecturer, and marks after process of registered completed of student, all of the transactions are inserting in one of blockchain. All updates and additions that be logged will be posted to all related persons.

In this case, the student registration mechanism will be responsible for verifying the courses schedule provided by the university. Therefore, the blockchain transaction list can produce marking list document.

Figure 7 Diagram of Student’s marks & information

After students register in the all desired courses, the data of students will be submitted to the control committee. After the registration process, the profile student will be create by enrolled his into listing all the courses. After registration, all parties concerned can access the new student. Each student will have personal unit of transactions (ID, courses, MidTerm mark, Coursework mark, Final exam.). The transferred information is stored on the blockchain. Administration must upload student records (student information) and store over the blockchain network.

All of the transaction of model are validated and no changeable it. Figure 8 shows all the student transactions in the university. Therefore the manipulation is decreases. The university employer input student information data and a unique hash is taken from database then adds it to the blockchain.
The administration of the university stores information (Student ID, Username, registration course of the student) into its centralized database.

All students have unique username and password to access the model and manage his account. As we can see from the previous section, every model has its strengths and weakness; we review this in the table.

Table 1: Comparing of three models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network size</td>
<td>One blockchain supply demand networks</td>
<td>multi-blockchains supply demand networks</td>
<td>One blockchain supply demand networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performance</td>
<td>Improving the model cycle time decrease order updates.</td>
<td>more confirmation time because more number of block</td>
<td>Storage data in one record as &quot;one data&quot; Changing the block continuously in real time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Flexible and secure because of their storage data is limited so the data is more reliable.</td>
<td>verified each transaction data is reliable</td>
<td>storage capacity resilient, flexible and secure Resource sharing on a public.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

Our models add more security via the use of hashing and data readily available with decentralized data storage. The student data can be stored by building three models based on blockchain. Using Blockchain, we designed of three blockchain models. The infrastructure of models are based on blockchains are well suited for large-scale data processing.

Universities can deal with student management system (SMS) in a way that greatly achieves security. Storing and sharing data will be simpler with decentralized data storage and could be programmed into the blockchain. Another feature the ledger can represent as valid guide to maintain student management system (SMS) and introduces reliable, highly trusted model for accessing and storing data.
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